
Divine Servant (Spellcaster Template) 
 

The divine servant is a holy adventurer who furthers a deity’s power in the world through mortal service. 

 

Inherent Ability —Channel 

Focus action. Channel divine energy through a holy symbol. This is usually used to affect a holy site or object 

sacred to the god, or to strike the god’s enemies. The effect is equal to inflicting 1 Wound, healing 1 Wound, or 1 

point of change per Commitment of the cleric. The effect is up to the DM’s ruling of what the god wants or what is 

holy or what is an enemy; none of the gods take a casual use of this ability lightly. One use tunes a holy symbol of 

your faith to function with you. Using Channel without a holy symbol counts as having 1 Commitment. 

 

Limitation—Humility 

You are bound by the strictures of your faith, whatever they may be. It is important to you to present the ideals of 

that faith to others. 
 

Signature Items: Holy vestments, holy symbol, incense. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold. 

 

Your first talent is the name of the god you choose. That god’s spells then count as “base template” talents, and can 

be cast untrained for 3 Awesome Points. If you do not choose a god, you can channel the power of a minor godling, 

the Cosmos Overt, or something else (with DM agreement.) You can add a god later, or not at all. You cannot have 

more than one source of divine energy. 

 
Talents 

 

 Blessing.** Rested. Five Minutes (upgrades to Focus action, then Defend action.) Pray to gain 20 Awesome 

Points, you can choose to share with other characters in your arena if they join you in prayer. Every use of this 

talent indebts the character for one errand on the god’s behalf, communicated through dreams or through the 

church. Failure to respond may remove your ability to gain and spend Awesome Points until you atone. Several 

debts may consolidate into more difficult missions, DM’s choice. 

 

 Lore.* Constant. Study and inspired intuition combine in you. You can produce 1 fact about any god or any 

cosmic site, monster, treasure, or legend. You may be able to remember more with an Awareness test (difficulty 

set by the DM). You can research in libraries, and add to your success by spending Awesome Points to produce 
facts like pulling equipment out of a pack. You can generally decipher ancient writings about cosmic topics. 

 
 Protective Shield.** Rested. Focus action (upgrades to Defend action.) For about an hour, incoming attacks are 

-2 to hit you as long as your holy symbol is prominently displayed. You can dispel the protection by making the 

symbol deflect 1 Wound instead, and you can have the holy symbol act as a shield to stop all but 1 incoming 

Wound (but it is destroyed.) You can make the symbol glow as a torch as long as you are touching it. 
 

 Sense Energy.** Rested. (Upgrade to Arena, upgrade to Constant.) Focus action (upgrades to Defend action, 

costs no action if Constant.) You automatically detect magical, cosmic, undead, and other flavors of energy in 

your arena, and adjacent arenas, and you can tell what kind it is. You may need to test Awareness if the energy 

is concealed, confusing, slight, or overwhelming. If constant, you can switch it on and off at will. This cosmic 
sense is interpreted by the DM, and may work at greater or lesser distances, manifesting as sights, sounds, etc. 

 

 Symbolic Weapon.** Rested. Focus action (upgrades to Defend action.) For about an hour, you energize a 

weapon holy to your god, or a weapon with your holy symbol displayed on it. This grants +2 to hit or +1 

Wound while the weapon is active (about an hour) and the weapon can also affect incorporeal targets and 

targets only vulnerable to magical attacks. You can make the weapon glow as a torch as long as you are 

touching it. 

  



Cosmic Debts 

 

The gods feel pretty random sometimes, and if the divine servant has incurred a debt through the Blessing talent or 

some other method, here is a way to randomize some possible ways the cosmic can require the divine servant to 

settle up. 

 

Sometimes the DM may choose to “roll and report” but other times the DM can roll a result, and then have the 

dream tell the character to go to a place and help the first person that asks them for help, or to find the White Pool 

and heal the sorrow of the woman within, or something like that. 

 
Also, if the servant does things that directly please the god, the DM may tell the player that the character has banked 

one or more blessings that can be used without incurring debt. Here are some possibilities to convey a sense of 

appropriate scale. DM judgement is the final word. The more spent at once, the more dramatic; 5 debts one at a time 

may still be modest, but paying back 5 at once will be life-altering. 

 

1 Debt 

 

1. Take a week of spiritual retreat and align your heart with the will of your god. 

2. Donate 10 gold pieces per your level to an appropriate church, charity, or cause. 

3. Defeat a threat, like a champion, monster, or warband, you can probably handle on your own. 

4. Bear a message to someone from the cosmic flow in answer to their prayers or actions. 
5. Found a shrine. 

6. Assist some pilgrims at a key point in their journey. 

7. Kindle worship in a convert. 

8. Vow to abstain from a pleasurable food, collection, or social activity. 

9. Humiliate one of your church’s rivals. 

10. Return a modest object of significance to your church’s holdings. 

 

2 Debts 

1. Give a supernaturally powered object to a temple or shrine of your god. 

2. Accept an acolyte and impart the teachings of your god. 

3. Found a church. 

4. End a threat like a monster or warband significantly more powerful than you are. 
5. Gain a specific talent to please your god, one that may not have a direct and obvious benefit. 

6. Make a pilgrimage to a remote and difficult-to-reach site. 

7. Organize and execute a religious ritual, gathering worship and gifts from a large group. 

8. Return an important object of significance to your church’s holdings. 

9. Surrender a friendship or tie that does not advance your faithfulness to your god. 

10. Atone for a sin of your church at your own expense of resources, honor, and pride. 

 

 

3 Debts 

1. Learn a language or develop an occupational talent. 

2. Mate with a specific identified person to make a child, and dedicate that child to the god. 
3. Lead a group of pilgrims, keeping them safe and deepening their spirituality on the road. 

4. Rededicate a desecrated holy site while handicapped (no weapons, no metal armor, alone, etc.) 

5. Investigate to clear your church’s name (or obstruct an investigation into your church.) 

 

5 Debts 

1. Establish a new church, attract followers, and build up resources so the church can endure. 

2. Adopt a specific diet, potentially expensive and complex, inconvenient. 

3. Accept a lifelong duty that requires you to abandon all other commitments. 

4. Lead a desperate suicide run, persuading others to go with you. 

5. Betray your church and closest friends to undertake a new calling. 


